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How dumb can a criminal be?Dumb enough to make you laugh out loud at these true stories of

really dumb criminal activity.Leonard Birdsong is a law professor who specializes in criminal law

who has collected 157 of his most favorite stories about dumb criminals.Criminals can be dumb and

sometimes they are so dumb as to be really funny.This book is a collection of stories about dumb

criminals from around the United States including the Professorâ€™s home state of Florida, criminal

dummies from abroad, and drunken dummies from all over. All the stories are true and include

Professor Birdsongâ€™s witty commentary. The book is sure to deliver some great belly laughs like

the one about a transvestite purse snatcher who loses her water-filled condom which she used as a

fake breast or the â€œdrunken dummyâ€• who called 911 to report a slot machine stole his

money.Get your copy now and enjoy the humorous side of life as a criminal.
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This book was just as funny as Professor Birdsong's other 177 dumbest criminals :international. My

only problem with this book was the fact that a couple of entries are in the other book. This is no

biggie, but for someone, who likes to read these kinds of stories it can be a wait a minute moment of

didn't I just read this a day or two ago. Will I read anymore of his books, yes I will read some more

because I like reading about people, who do things that are not very bright especially crooks.

This was not nearly as funny as I had hoped it would be, but there were some that made me laugh.

However, almost all of them make you wonder why these criminals ever bothered in the first place:

"What were they thinking?"Got it free, had a few laughs, shared the better ones with my husband

-all in all not a bad way to spend a lazy summer afternoon. Definitely worth checking out.

This is a fun and quick read. Just read and enjoy. Enjoy a humorous read. A little bit of fun.

lol lol lol - you think you got it bad if you get stuck in a jam this is over the wall funny best book i

could not stop laughing out load i was in tears it was so stupid - highly recommended if you want to

laugh your butt off!

I really enjoyed this book. It ended too soon, I was hoping for a longer read. Please continue to write

more books in the future. This is a good book with humor.

This is one of the most enjoyable books I've read! I love the author's sense of humor when writing

about the characters portrayed. The stories are hilarious and the criminals even more hilarious.

A fun book to read mostly when a place was mentioned that you knew would read more books like

this

Apparently, criminals do much of the work of apprehending themselves. More, like the ones in this

book, and we could save a lot, on criminal justice!
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